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Dentsu Good is
dedicated to
social impact. Our
vision is to create
a better and more
sustainable world
for everyone.

Aligning to the United Nation’s Sustainable Development
Goals, we offer a methodology beyond CSR through
experience led transformation. This benefits customers,
employees, shareholders and society.

What dentsu Good does
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We help corporates integrate social impact

We help NFPs deliver more impact through

into their business models

experience led transformation & partnerships

Empowering women through Shiseido’s products and

Eradicating malaria by raising awareness amongst African

services.

youth communities with Malaria No More.

How we work

Dentsu Good is delivered through dentsu’s core offerings

Marketing
& Communications

Ecosystems
& Commerce

Products
& Services

Transformation
Consulting

Building brands and idealed experiences that
engage people and drive
behaviour

Constructing end-to-end
experiences through
platforms and systems
that drive utility and
transaction

Creating and innovating
new offerings and
services that generate
value and drive revenue

Consulting to unlock
exponential growth and
drive change

How we work

Dentsu Good is delivered through dentsu’s core offerings

Marketing
& Communications

Ecosystems
& Commerce

Products
& Services

Transformation
Consulting

Raising breast cancer
prevention awareness
with the ‘Breast for
Breast’ campaign

Helping families connect
with their loved ones in
aged care facilities during
COVID

Creating bee hives to
promote biodiversity with
recycled straws

Helping reduce plastic on
a major airline supply
chain and communicate
this to their customers

Kenya

New Zealand

Mexico

Australia

Why dentsu Good

Responsibility

We have the ability to make lasting change happen

Innovation
Complex challenges provide new business opportunities,
the social impact space is worth $650billion

Purpose

Meaningful work motivates employees & drives growth

The time for social impact is now

Purpose driven initiatives unlocking revenue
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Drives business
growth

Enables agility

Builds consumer
trust

Accelerates
business impact

Our experience

Driving impact across multiple industries

Australian Futures Project, Isobar Australia

We shifted Australia’s national
conversation
The Perfect Candidate is Australia’s first virtual
politician.
Powered by insights from over 125,000 Australians.
The Perfect Candidate uses this data to compare the
top concerns of each electorate, creates a
transparency that empowers Australians to change the
conversation and hold their leaders accountable.

Nescafe, Isobar Mexico

We celebrated fair work in
Mexico
Working with Nescafe, we captured moments of local
farmers who help bring the best coffee to the world.
Nescafe promote fair and sustainable farming,
ensuring their workers are paid and treated fairly.
We promoted this by telling local stories online, to
connect with Nescafe customers all over the world and
promote the local community programs.

European Union, Dentsu Geneva

We used data to transform
illegal supply chains in Europe
Working with the EU we created an initiative protecting
citizen health by addressing illicit trade in tobacco
products through a traceability system. Millions of
illegally branded and made cigarettes are sold each
year, and now we’re able to track them to ensure
sustainable tobacco farming and lower health risks for
adolescent europeans.
We leveraged Dentsu’s tracking expertise to design a
breakthrough technology solution meeting the EU
regulation.

Budweiser, Isobar Nigeria

We tackled homophobic culture
in Nigeria
Working with Budweiser, we created a movement
through fashion, digital and advertising. Called The
King’s Stich - it encouraged and promoted diversity
across the country.
The King’s Stitch didn’t just act as a fashion statement,
it became a powerful statement aimed at Nigerian
society, holistically. While the collection certainly was
trendy and fashionable, a great number of people
gravitated towards it because of what it stood for,
ultimately contributing to the campaign’s success.

WeDo, Isobar UK

We created a low-carbon
emission website
Our activities are part of the global CSR COTY
strategy - "Beauty that last", focused on building a
better business while making a positive contribution
towards societal, ethical and environmental change
within the beauty industry.
A website created this way needs a minimal amount of
electricity and produces a minimal carbon footprint.
But that’s not everything.
The site loads 10 times faster than websites based on
traditional technology and is cheaper to maintain.

Making it happen

How we work

Discovery workshop

Innovation sprints

Impact transformation

1-3 hours collaborative
workshops with clients to
brainstorm opportunities to
innovate for good.

6-8 weeks working through an
iterative design process
conducting co-design and
research with customers and
stakeholders.

3-9 months creating strategies
and initiatives to integrate social
impact into a businesses
(marketing, customer
experience, digital strategy,
supply chain).

How we work

Our dentsu Good principles to impact
We constantly strive towards these as our philosophy. They are best practice creative, design and agile principles to ensure
we're delivering world class work that really makes a difference. We collectively score ourselves to these principles
fortnightly to keep us accountable, drive collaborative and measure change over time.
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We involve the people
we’re designing for, every
step of the way

0
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We create reusable
initiatives with our
partners, including
systems, strategies and
design libraries
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We share early and often,
taking a human-centered
and agile approach

We are a self-organising,
multidisciplinary team
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We design for everyone;
we champion accessibility
and inclusive design

We measure our
performance on the global
impact we make, not on
cost or time

Why Us?

We have a structure and process to create outcomes with impact

Expertise

Unique methodology

Global impact

We offer experience and
expertise in the social impact
space, human centred design and
impact measurement. We have
driven outcomes in across
various industries.

A unique methodology that gets
to the root cause of the problem
and drives change. Aligning to
the SDG’s, utilising innovation
and measuring impact.

We approach problems
holistically and work with clients
and our network to demonstrate
how our actions are having an
impact globally.

Thank you
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